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The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs is 
strongly committed to decentralisation pro-

International advocacy

Internationally, France is a strong advocate 
of decentralisation and democratic local gov-

the 
International Guidelines on Decentralisation 
and Access to Basic Services for all – a text 

France is currently the lead country designated 
by UN-HABITAT for the joint implementation of 

-
grammes at national level will thus be conducted in 
a number of countries to form a foundation on which 

France has also encouraged the drafting and 
adoption for the member countries of the Euro-
pean Charter on development cooperation in 

Support for the African 
Municipal Movement

At regional and sub-regional level, French 
cooperation has long supported the Afri-

can Municipal Movement
notably through United Cities and Local Govern-
ments of Africa (UCLGA) whose headquarters 
are in Rabat, and support for the setting up of the 
Council of Local Governments of the West Afri-

Projects in support 
of decentralisation

Bilaterally, the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs funds a large number of projects 

in support of decentralisation, especially in 

at providing institutional support to States, asso-
ciations of local elected representatives, local 
government bodies and civil society, with the aim 
of strengthening development and local democ-

The network of international 
technical experts

In order to assist States and local govern-
ment bodies, an extensive network of 

 technical experts enables experience to be 

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs makes experts 
available to numerous ministries and associa-
tions of elected representatives and the World 
Secretariat of United Cities and Local Govern-
ments (UCLG) and the “Local Finance and 
Development Committee” of the African branch of 

Similarly, the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
works closely with the CNFPT (Centre national 
de la fonction publique territoriale / National 
Centre for the Management of Territorial Ser-
vice), a French public administration in charge 
of France with the management and training 

demonstrate and showcase its expertise and 

➔
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➔
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INTRODUCTION

decentralisation and 

The term “decentralisation” covers a range 
of different political, administrative and legal 

An important distinction needs to be made between 
a more Anglo-Saxon conceptional approach, which 
sees a continuum between notions of delega-
tion, devolution and decentralisation and another 
view, more common in the French-Speaking world 
that makes a distinction between “decentralisation” 
on the one hand, which implies autonomy and 
the transfer of powers to local elected authori-
ties (local or regional governments) and “decon-
centration”, which relates to the services 

Decon-
centration and decentralisation, on this latter 
view, are implemented in a parallel and comple-
mentary approach
have local interlocutors representing central gov-
ernment that remains in charge of ensuring proper 
coherence, equality and, by the same token, soli-

Democratic local governance in a broader sense 

involves governance processes set in train by local 
authorities, allowing the general public to be involved 

African continent, by reconciling the search for con-
sensus typical of traditional informal customs and 
the adversarial nature of democracy, with a view to 
achieving genuine integration of public action in the 

local governance is in this way directed at refound-

Brief history of the process 
in France since 1982 

France has conducted and is still conduct-
ing today a step-by-step decentralisation 

draws useful lessons and expertise enabling it to 
assist other States that have chosen to go down 

The core objectives of the process are to 
 and to ensure 

 pri-

It should be remembered that decentralisation 
began in France 30 years ago and is still ongo-

-
ning of the process by breaking with the Jacobin 

“Decentralisation, Act I”
principles governing the functioning of local gov-
ernment (in the French regions, départements 
and municipalities) to allow central government 
to transfer part of its powers to local communi-

brought closer to the general public and strength-
ens the powers of local elected representatives 
by removing Prefects’ oversight of local govern-

division of powers between the three levels of 

It is also worth nothing that under the decentralisation 

on the territorial administration of the republic local 
governments acquired autonomy in decentralised 

➔
➔
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in this sphere within their remit (provided they 

A suitable legislative scheme (the Oudin-Santini, 
Pintat and Thiollière laws) provided the interna-
tional action of French local governments with 
both a legal framework and budgetary potential 
in support of their action under decentralised 

In 2003, the French Constitution was revised in 
order to make decentralisation fully effective, thus 
marking Decentralisation, Act II
the decentralised organisation of the Republic, 

There is now talk of Decentralisation, Act III, to 

intention of this further stage will be to grant local 
government even more responsibilities and most 
notably to strengthen the Regional administra-

resources is crucial to any decentralisation pol-
icy, the objective will be to give local govern-

These stages illustrate clearly the progressive 
nature of the decentralisation policy as conducted 
in parallel to a “déconcentration” of the services 
provided by central government across national 

The decentralisation 

world

The local level is now considered to be a 
key element for the success of develop-

populations actually live, it can take into account 
the diversity of the issues involved in public 
action at the interface between the exercise of 
democracy, provision of public services and eco-

-
ting for the day-to-day expression of democracy, 
of the rule of law and of development, as well as 
it represents the most pertinent level for the 
cooperation between the various actors involved 

Decentralisation offers a major opportunity to 

 by putting 
in place institutions closer to citizens, encourag-
ing their participation in public life and fostering 
the authorities’ acceptance of a duty of greater 
accountability for what they do, given their prox-

implementation of policy effectively adapted to 
the population, especially where core services are 

a local economic process capable of stimulating 

But the processes are also highly diverse, origi-
nating as they do from a range of different lega-

a distinction can be made between the 
Saxon view, which involves particularly the tra-
ditional authorities, associations and local groupings 
(communities), and the Latin view inspired by 
French experience, which prioritises the institu-
tionalisation of local powers on the basis of a 

However, a fact generally observed is that adminis-
trative decentralisation and transfer of powers 
to local governments are not accompanied by 

such decentralisation policy on paper, deprived 
as it is of the means for its implementation, is in 
danger of being perceived either as a conces-
sion made by a central government reluctant to 
delegate certain prerogatives or, conversely, as 
a disengagement of central government from the 

In this context local authorities suffer from a lack 

the many issues involved in managing their bud-

those same local government are increasingly 
considered to be absolutely essential actors in 
local development schemes, which leads to high 
expectations on the part of civil society where 
local services and public infrastructure are 

Moreover, it is a fact that their proximity to the 
public now places local authorities in the front 
line where achievement of the Millennium Devel-

➔
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they are particularly well placed to drive demo-
cratic local governance processes that bring 
together the whole range of actors (central gov-
ernment services, local government, civil society 
and the private sector) to arrive at more inclusive 

In Africa therefore the reality of decentralisation 
has proved to be particularly complex and 
ambivalent and there is a need to adjust our 

putting that support in the broader framework of 
sub-regional and regional integration processes 

The consistency of the French 

Charter on Development 
cooperation in support 

Stemming as it does from mutual consulta-
tion between all members of the European 

family of actors in cooperation (the European 
Commission, the Member States, local and 
regional governments and non-governmental 
organisations), this Charter lays down principles 
and arrangements aimed at conferring greater 
effectiveness on cooperation in support of local 
governance and decentralisation in partner 

-
ples for action: to promote a national framework 
conducive to democratic local governance, to 
strengthen democratic governance at the 
national level, to foster economic and social 
development and combat poverty and inequality, 

It is based on the following observations of fact:

■   Democratic local governance, by involving 

and monitoring local policies, fosters devel-
-

ble the rights and demands of the local 

■   Elected local authorities act as catalyst to 
local governance and development due 
to their democratic legitimacy, their proximity 
to the public and their ability to mobilise local 

policies and in accordance with the principle 
of subsidiarity, it is important to enhance the 
autonomy of local authorities by granting them 

 
■

national, regional) is essential to the cohesion 

 
■  The implementation of the Charter is a posi-

tive move towards the effectivity of the Paris 

of coherence, complementarity and coordina-

Indeed, the basis of the European Charter on 
development cooperation in support of local gov-
ernance comprises the principles of ownership, 

 of local and national strategies, 
 harmonisation through a regional approach 
to development, results and mutual account-
ability: predictability and transparency in the 

➔
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1.1  French support for the 

1.1.1  The European Charter 
on development cooperation 

-
pean Charter on development cooperation in 

support of local governance (mentioned above in 
the introductory section) with a view to its Presi-
dency of the Council of the European Union, pro-
posing a consultation on this subject over the period 

European Commission, this process, initially 
directed at French actors, was broadened to include 

The Charter was promoted as an innovative 
approach and presented as an annexe to the 
communication “Local Authorities: Actors for 
Development”; it was welcomed at the EU’s 
General Affairs and External Relations Council 

The Charter was drafted on a partnership basis 
by a working group comprising European actors 
(European Commission, Member States, local 
authority and civil society platforms and the pri-

After having participated in its drafting and promoted 
its adoption by the Member States, France contin-
ues to argue assiduously for its implementation by 
the signatory States and its inclusion in European 

1.1.2.
on decentralisation and access 
to basic services for all

International guidelines on decentralisation 
and access to basic services for all (water 

supply, sanitation, waste management, energy, 
transport, communication, primary schools, public 
health and safety) were adopted by the Governing 
Council of UN-HABITAT in 2007 (resolution 21/3) 

to assist countries in implementing political and 

document on those themes of strategic impor-

that the two sets of guidelines (decentralisa-
tion/strengthening of local authorities and 
access to basic services for all) are imple-

■   The guidelines on decentralisation and the 
strengthening of local authorities are aimed at 
providing support for political and institutional 
reforms at national level in order to create 
conditions conducive to the performance by 

to their proximity to the public, are well placed 
to guarantee promotion of the general interest 

initial set of guidelines provides a framework 
for the implementation of the political, admin-

-
tralisation by offering recommendations on 
the following topics: governance and local 
democracy, the powers and responsibilities 
of local authorities, administrative relations 
between local authorities and other levels of 

1.  
STRATEGIC 

REFLECTION AND 
INTERNATIONAL 

ADVOCACY

➔

➔
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■   Access to essential basic services for all is a 
cross-cutting key to achievement of the MDGs 
and can set in motion the virtuous circle of 

-
tional guidelines on access to basic services 
for all marks a strategic step forward for the 

address what is a complex issue from the 
standpoint of governance both in its political 
aspect (transparency, partnership-based dia-

various families of actors: central government, 
local authorities, users, service providers), and 
its technical aspect (planning, contractuali-
sation, evaluation, sustainable funding, 

respective roles and responsibilities of the 

Access to basic services for all is both the 
main  indicator and the ultimate goal of effective 

the guidelines on decentralisation and the 

■   2002, the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, Johannesburg: France pres-
ented the charter on essential services.

■   2004, the Founding Congress of United 
Cities and Local Governments (UCLG): the 
President of the Republic, Jacques Chirac, 
proposed the adoption of a text on services 
by the United Nations.

■   2005, 20th session of the Governing 
Council of UN-HABITAT: France supported, 

access to basic services for all.

■   2005: the adoption of Priority Solidarity 
Fund (FSP) 2005-17

for the achievement of the Millennium Deve-
lopment Goals” which provided €1.5 million 
to UN-HABITAT, UCLG and UNITAR. This pro-
ject supports the Global Observatory on Local 
Democracy and Decentralisation and the initia-

to basic services.

■   2007, 21st session of the Governing Council 
of UN-HABITAT: France supported the adop-

-

France participated in the international expert 

■   2009, 22nd session of the Governing 
Council of UN-HABITAT: France was the 

European lead country on resolution 22/8 for 

access to basic services for all.

■   March 2010, 5th World Urban Forum, 
Rio de Janeiro: UN-HABITAT entrusted France 
with the role of international lead country for 
the operational implementation phase of the 

■   October 2010: the French Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs organised in conjunction 
with UN-HABITAT an international mee-
ting on the operational implementation of the 

-
nisations, partner countries and representatives 
from local authorities, civil society and the pri-

■   December 2010: France supported the 
adoption of resolution 65/165 of the United 
Nations General Assembly on the implementa-
tion of the decisions taken by the United Nations 
Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat II) 

-
ports the dissemination and application of the 

■   April 2011, 23rd session of the Governing 
Council of UN-HABITAT in Nairobi: France 
sponsored resolution 23/8 aimed at impro-

ownership by donors.
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strengthening of local authorities alongside the 
guidelines on access to basic services for all in a 
sample of pilot countries were recommended 

of an integrated approach to the delivery of ser-

With regards to France’s task as lead country 
 the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs seeks to promote their 
coordinated implementation in a sample group 
of countries in order to develop an integrated 
approach to the delivery of services and to con-

therefore supporting, alongside the Institut de la 
gestion déléguée (the Institute for delegated 
management, a French enterprise foundation), 
the implementation of national programmes in 
six countries: Togo, Burkina Faso, Senegal, the 

multi-actor steering committees are charged 
with monitoring the initiative on the basis of an 
integrated approach that takes into account sec-

The programmes are conducted over a period 

formulation of guidelines adjusted to the context 
and action plans in the following areas: legislation 
and political reform, capacity-building and moni-

1.1.3.

to follow 2015 and the next phase of the 
MDGs, France will take an active part in the 

-
moting more effective consideration for local and 
regional government and local issues in the 

coordination with the world organisation of local 
authorities United Cities and Local Governments 
(UCLG), and as part of the informal Development 
Partners Working Group on Decentralisation and 

1.2  Active participation 
in international forums 

1.2.1  Participation in the informal 

Group on Decentralisation and 
Local Governance (DeLoG)

A -
lateral donors, also including executive 

agencies, which was set up at the initiative of KfW, 

This group later became the informal Develop-
ment Partners Working Group on Decentralisa-

agency for development, AFD) has been a 

This informal group of donors has acknowledged 

of the main bilateral and multilateral (European 
Commission) European donors and is supported 

In 2011, the group drafted a publication on aid 
effectiveness for the Busan Summit with the aim 
of measuring the application by donors of the 
Paris and Accra declarations in the area of local 

-
ticularly on case studies funded by DeLoG 

-
lication was presented as part of a side event 

France was a major contributor to the drafting 
of the document and was a member of the side 

The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs has also 
been a participant since 2012 in a DeLoG sub-

November 2012, alongside GIZ and the Belgian 
technical cooperation, a seminar in Benin on the 
harmonisation of aid in the decentralisation 

which involves sectoral ministries, local govern-
ment, decentralised central government ser-
vices, civil society and development partners, is 
to promote support that is harmonised and 
aligned with national policies on local govern-

➔
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1.2.2 Contribution to Cities Alliance

Cities Alliance, an organisation launched 

HABITAT and the World Bank, is dedicated to 
urban development and the achievement of Mil-
lennium Development Goal 7, Target 11 on the 

tool (a World Bank trust fund) for projects involv-
ing the improvement of slum housing, at local 
and national levels, and strategies for urban 

Cities Alliance is one of the few permanent struc-
tures in the area of urban governance that brings 
together the World Bank, UN-HABITAT, UNDP, 
the main bilateral cooperation organisations and 

France is involved here in defending its positions 
with regard to international cooperation for local 

The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs makes an 

supplemented by an additional contribution 
from the French agency for development (AFD) 

At the annual meeting of the advisory group held 
in November 2011 France was designated as a 
member of the Executive Committee of Cities 

international technical expert has been assigned 

-
mentation of national and regional programmes 
under the aegis of Cities Alliance, in particular in 

A regional programme is also beginning in 2012 

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs is particularly 
closely involved in the Tunisian aspect of the 
programme, which is aimed at supporting the 
decentralisation process set in train by the Tuni-
sian government and fostering inclusive growth 

1.3
network of local elected 
representatives
United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) 
is the common organisation for political 

representation of local communities and local 

merger at the Paris Congress in May 2004 of 
three pre-existing organisations:

■   the Global Federation of United Cities, an 
organisation whose roots were largely French 
and continental; 

■   the International Union of Local Authorities, 
with more Anglo-Saxon and Nordic roots, 

■   and Metropolis, the global association of major 

In addition, in December 2012 at the meeting of 
its World Council at the Africities summit in 
Dakar, the UCLG is to enter into an alliance 

Since 23 October 2012 its president has been 
Paul Carrasco, governor of Azuay province in 
Ecuador, successor to Michel Vauzelle, presi-
dent of France’s Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur 

will become the only worldwide organisation of 

Its headquarters are in Barcelona and its president 
-

tary General is Josep Roig, a Catalan academic 
-

trand Delanoë was among the founders and the 

UCLG groups are present on every continent, for 
example UCLG-Africa (UCLGA) in Africa, the 
headquarters of the latter being in Rabat, and 
where Europe is concerned, the Council of Euro-
pean Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) which 

-
sations coexist, both members of UCLG and 

Asso-
ciation française du conseil des communes et 
régions d’Europe / French Association of the 
Council of European Municipalities and Regions 

➔
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Recognition of the key role played by local gov-
ernment in democratic governance is one of the 
main thrusts of the French cooperation strategy 

-
sion at the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
thus established a partnership with UCLG right 

(Délégation pour l’action extérieure des collec-
tivités territoriales / Delegation for External 
Action of Local and Regional Authorities) main-

The Democratic Governance Mission currently 
supports UCLG in two ways:

■   Financial support for the drafting of the 

of the association is the publication every 
three years of a report setting out the issues 

the data on decentralisation and local democracy 
from the Global Observatory on Local Democ-

is the outcome of a three-year process of 
research and debate between local authori-

provided a general overview of decentralisa-
tion and local democracy around the world, 
and the second, published in 2010, was 

organisation is currently in the process of pre-
paring the drafting of the GOLD III report 

The college of researchers of PFVT (Parte-
nariat français pour la ville et les territoires – 
French Alliance for Cities and Territorial 
Development), a partnership composed of 
French actors in urban cooperation launched 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and whose techni-
cal secretariat has recently been set up within 
the French agency for development (AFD), 

 
■   Support in the form of technical expertise, 

making available two international technical 
-

cally charged with assisting in drafting the 
GOLD III report, and the second based in Rabat 
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In Africa, the local level can be seen to offer 

historically: local populations maintain close 
cooperative relationships or historical ties which 
were never undermined by the political borders 

space in economic terms, notably through the 
use of local and foreign currencies in day-to-day 

administrative terms, an absolutely key actor in 
regional integration given the geographical and 

Given this observation of fact, it could be seen to 
be important for France to provide support to the 
municipal movement at the sub-regional level 
not only by strengthening UCLG Africa, but also 
by supporting the emergence of the Council of 

2.1  Cooperation with United 
Cities and Local 
Governments of Africa

France has a long history of working in 
partnership with the African Municipal 

-
jects for assisting decentralisation and urban 
governance processes in Africa have been set 
up since the commencement of the process in 

At the regional level France maintained intensive 
and sustained cooperation with the Municipal 
Development Partnership
Alongside this, France has worked with United 
Cities and Local Governments of Africa (UCLGA) 

This is so because after a dozen or so years of 
existence the UCLGA gradually came to be seen 
as the regional organisation of reference, the 
most effective embodiment of the interests and 

cooperation was working in close partnership 
with African local government it needed to be 
able to rely on a body representing those author-
ities which could provide coordination between 
the various countries and allow a concerted and 
coherent programme to be conducted on a 

-
gagement from the MDP, the working relation-

That support was expressed in concrete terms 
by a mobilising PSF project which was started in 
2007 with the aim of providing support for local 
governance in the countries of the priority soli-

relating to leadership and coordination of the 
African Municipal Movement, the second directed 
at support for decentralisation and sustainable 
development policies in the territories of West and 
Central Africa, with which the MDP was initially 

Expertise in the area of local economic develop-
ment is another major focus of French action in 

2.   
SUPPORT FOR 
THE AFRICAN  

MUNICIPAL  
MOVEMENT

➔
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UCLGA thus also took the form in 2012 of fund-
ing for the local economic development pro-
gramme of that organisation (under the LEDNA 
programme: Local Economic Development Net-

2.2  Support for the 
establishment of the 
WAEMU Council of Local 
Governments

On 11 April 2012 the ceremony took place 
for the launch of the WAEMU Council of the 

Local Governments (CLG), set up in May 2011 
by the summit of heads of state and government 

the outcome of argumentation promoting the con-
cept by UCLGA and later taken up by associa-
tions of local authorities favouring the creation of 
a body directed, along the lines of Europe’s 
Committee of the Regions, at fostering greater 
local authority involvement in WAEMU’s deci-

issues likely to have an impact on local govern-

French cooperation took an interest in CLG from 

to support its initial activities: its communication 

decentralisation and support for the network of 
-

ues to be attentive to the future prospects and 

France also closely follows the work done by 
the All Africa Ministerial Conference on Decen-
tralization and Local Development (AMCOD), 
a body of which all the ministers concerned are 

➔
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3.1  Main lines and types 
of bilateral support

3.1.1  Main principles and thrusts 
for support

The French approach to democratic local 
governance is based on the idea of partici-

public spaces 
 to involve all actors in policies of 

wishes of local populations, especially in the area 
-

racy is a factor for ownership
provides an important opportunity to rebuild the 
trust of citizens, relegitimise public action and 

French support essentially involves 
local capacity in the sector, at both central and 
local levels, using existing training organisations 

Another main thrust of French support in this 
sector is 

are taken increasingly into consideration in pro-

that this issue shapes the implementation of 

should be recalled that local taxation is among 
the priority areas of French cooperation in the 

of local governance and democracy” in order “to 
foster ownership of the Millennium Development 

-
“Mobiliser 

les ressources locales en Afrique subsaharienne” 

published in 2010 under the aegis of the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, also offers a basis for 

These two core documents propose the devel-
opment of local taxation, currently little more 
than embryonic, a rationalisation of tax exemp-
tions, which tend to become the norm and weaken 

the importance of reinforcing the local economic 

These two texts also emphasise the need to assist 
the implementation of a tax structure, a system 

Cooperation in the area of local taxation not only 
presupposes an enhancement of the capacity of 

of a national policy for the funding of local govern-
ment, which should be the outcome of dialogue 
between the ministries of the Interior and Decen-

3.1.2  French support for democratic 

 
types and tools

Types of action 

French support is based on a number of types of 
activity aimed at different categories of actors 
involved in decentralisation processes:

■   Enhancement of the capacity of national 

3.   
BILATERAL SUPPORT 

FOR DEVOLUTION AND 
DECENTRALISATION 

PROCESSES IN THE 
COUNTRIES OF THE SOUTH 

➔
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 the ministry in charge 
of Decentralisation (which may be the ministry 
of the Interior, a ministry of Local Development 
or a ministry of Decentralisation), the local and 

 (training 
programs, French technical assistance, infra-
structures), as well as the ministry responsi-
ble for the Economy and Finance and in 
particular the directorate-general for taxation, 

 
■   Enhancement of the capacity of associations 

 strategic 
support for their advocacy directed at the 
national authorities in favour of local govern-
ance, French technical assistance, aid for 
the establishment of a documentation centre, 

 
■   -

ernment
of pilot local governments in order to build 
capacity: training programs, capacity-building 
(management, human resources, local own-

 
■   Concerted action with decentralised coop-

eration, notably with regard to the offering of 
expertise and support for the local ownership 

Tools 

France implements major programs on the ground, 
working through Priority Solidarity Fund (PSF-

What is a PSF?

The Priority Solidarity Fund of the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is a project 
aid instrument eligible for use in coun-
tries in the Priority Solidarity Zone (ZSP). 

countries concerned in the area of institutional, 
social or cultural development and research as 

-
-

ferred instrument for partnership not only with 
States, but also with donors and civil society.

There are several different types of PSF 

■   
PSFs executed within a bilateral framework. 

The Social Development Fund (CD-FSD) is 
a “State” PSF of a particular kind, and is 

promoted by local associations or, more 

■   -
-

vided for a series of actions of relevance 

implemented by the central administration 

conjunction with the various States con-
-

and decentralisation in Haiti

The importance of the PSF project for the sup-
port of devolution and decentralisation, which 

-

This project (€2.4 million
-

ity for decentralised provision of State services 

Centre national de la fonction publique territoriale/ 

Service). It also provides technical support 

authorities.

Another objective of this FSP is to enhance local 
resources

-
sus of built property, and local taxation. Citizens are 
encouraged to participate in local public policy. A 
technical expert

-
decentralised coop-

eration
-
-

➔
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At the present time approximately 20 “country” 
 are 

projects are implemented with the support of a 
network of international technical experts (there 
are more than 30 in this domain) assigned to 
ministries for Decentralisation or national asso-

decentralisation processes and secondly at enhanc-
ing the capacity of local government and associa-

relates not only to building human capacity, but 
also to reinforcement of the capacity to col-

, particularly through 

complement those for decentralised cooperation, 
notably in those countries where this is most 

As backing for the action embodied in the above 
“country” PSFs and that of the French agency for 

development in the area of urban development, 
a mobilising PSF has begun this year in six 
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with a focus on 

Other PSF projects relate to governance in the 
broad sense, including for example action in favour 
of the modernisation of central government or the 
judicial system, as well as a component dedi-

This is true for example of the “crisis exit” PSF 

The Social Development Fund (SDF), which is, 
as already explained, a particular type of PSF, 
constitutes an additional instrument which can 
help support decentralisation reform in the coun-

This locally-based scheme available for civil 
society organisations and local government bod-
ies provides funding for micro–projects in the 

and local taxation in Sub-Saharan Africa” (GUFL)

The idea for this PSF stemmed from the 
following observations:

■   
to the African continent’s very rapid urban 

■   
and private sector actors in urban cooperation 
via the French Alliance for Cities and Territorial 

■   

the quality and competitiveness of major French 

■   -

urban development (development of innovative 
tools for loans to local authorities with and with-

-

extended and supplemented to foster decentrali-
sation and the African Municipal Movement.

The overall objective is dual in character:

■   to foster inclusive urban development in order 

■   
-

text of decentralisation processes implemented 
by the authorities at the national level.

It has three principal components:

■   Component 1, enhancement of the capacities 

■   Component 2, support for democratic urban 

■   Component 3, optimisation of the mobilisation 
of local resources and support for land tenure 
policies.

six countries
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envelope for the SDF is managed on the basis of 

While helping to combat poverty, SDF-funded 
micro-projects must lead to enhancement of the 
capacity and means for action of local actors in 

The SDF can act in this way as a relevant instru-
ment for local governments which do not enjoy 

-
cial partners in order to strengthen performance 

resources to be mobilised, the use of additional 
technical skills and the setting up of frameworks 
for mutual consultation across the relevant terri-
tory, the SDF makes an active contribution to local 
development and collaboration between local 
authorities and civil society in the territories 

Support for the process of decentralisation or 
for local governance can also be provided out-
side the PSF through exchanges of expertise 
which may involve French partners, particularly 
the CNFPT for example (Centre national de la 
fonction publique territoriale / National Centre for 
the Management of Territorial Service) or FEI 

PSF with a decentralisation 

PSF in Guinea

operational and multisectoral character.

■   -
erned by the rule of law, capable of resolv-

■   

more women, that it values and prioritises 
competence and reins in its excessive 

■   provision of support for the decentrali-
sation process in order to restore the trust 

closer to the public and in order to foster 
innovative and participatory approaches 

In the third of these domains it is worth men-

by 2,000 participants. This participatory 

-
sions on decentralisation.

projects relate to sectors where there has been 
-

ments under the decentralisation reform pro-

complement initiatives for decentralised cooper-

projects. The projects, whether implemented by 

at the outset by the local authorities and decen-

local development plans and national sectoral 

between civil society and local authorities.
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3.2  Coordination of the 
bilateral support with 
decentralised cooperation
Our bilateral and multilateral action in sup-
port of decentralisation has been strength-

ened by the intensive and diverse decentralised 
cooperation existing between French local gov-
ernments and local authorities throughout the 

-
ised state, France attaches particular importance 
to such partnerships between territorial adminis-
trations that share the same day-to-day con-

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which has put 
in place tools for the pooling of resources and 
the generation of synergy with the other actors 
involved internationally on the one hand and, on 
the other, seeks to ensure the coherence and coor-
dination of cooperation programmes conducted 
by central government and decentralised coop-

Bilateral cooperation is consistent with French 
local government cooperation programmes, in 

implementation and even in some cases their 

Where cooperation in the area of support for 
local governance is concerned, France’s local 
government and central government share the 
same priorities: capacity-building, a participatory 
approach to local governance and the need to 

3.3  The network of international 
technical experts
France has an extensive network of inter-
national technical experts, especially in the 

technical experts work in this domain, in particu-

-
tion should be made within this body of experts:

■  So-called “bilateral” experts assigned to a 

be assigned:

-  to national ministries of the Interior or a minis-
try responsible for Decentralisation;

An example of support for decentralisation in the Central African Republic

policy for decentralisation and devolution steered 
by the MATD (Ministry for Territorial Administration 
and Decentralisation) is supported by the UNDP 

the Minister.

the FSP, its support meets MATD needs precisely. 
-
-

ple been funded with requests for combined 
France/Côte d’Ivoire expertise which have enriched 

central inspectorate has been rehabilitated by a 

administrative body has thus been able to travel 
around the country’s prefectures, sub-prefectures 

of the malfunctions in local administration.

The decentralisation/devolution process is also 
at the heart of the implementation in the Central 
African Republic of the “New Deal” (the “New 

effectiveness at the Busan summit). The national 
workshop for the implementation of the New 

mean that the objectives and principles of the 

➔

➔
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-  to national associations of local elected 
representatives;

-  or possibly to the Directorate-general for taxa-
tion (experts working on issues relating to 

■  So-called “multilateral” experts assigned to 

the following are noteworthy: 

-  two experts assigned to United Cities and 
Local Governments (in Barcelona and Rabat);

-  one expert assigned to Cities Alliance in 
Washington;

-  two experts assigned to the World Bank in 

This is a unique skill network which can be sup-
plemented by resource individuals from the 

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs wishes to add 
more value to this network and to foster, by work-
ing through it, links between the international 

-
inar of international technical experts and coop-

This PSF provides an example of a project for 

the French side, from the joint mobilisation of 

Affairs, Ministry of the Interior, National School 

actors in territorial administration (CNFPT, local 

One component of the project was notably 

the execution of projects designed 
and conducted in partnership with French 
local government bodies

cooperation.

Evaluation of this PSF conducted in 2012 indicates 

relationships with the civil society stakeholders. 
At the central level, ownership of the scheme by 

the Bilateral Fund for the support of decentral-
ised cooperation, has stimulated the promotion 
of new approaches for cooperation between 

in Franco-Moroccan cooperation.

majority of the decentralised cooperation pro-

of the cooperative relationships between the 

The mobilising PSF “Urban Governance and 
Local Taxation”

municipalities were chosen for their active part-
nerships with French local authorities.
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LIST OF  
ACRONYMS AND 
ABBREVIATIONS

AFCCRE  Association française du conseil des communes et régions d’Europe / French 
Association of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions (FACEMR)

AFD  Agence française de développement / French agency for development 
AMCOD  All Africa Ministerial Conference on Decentralisation and Local Development
CEMR  Council of European Municipalities and Regions 
CLG  Council of the Local Governments
UCLG  United Cities and Local Governments
UCLGA  United Cities and Local Governments of Africa
CICID  Comité interministériel de la coopération et du développement / Interministerial 

Cooperation and Development Committee
CNFPT  Centre national de la fonction publique territoriale / National Centre for the Management 

of Territorial Service
CUF  Cités unies France / United Cities France
DAECT  Délégation pour l’action extérieure des collectivités territoriales / Delegation for External 

Action of Local and Regional Authorities
DeLoG  Informal Development Partners Working Group on Decentralisation and Local Governance
ITE  International Technical Experts
FEI  France expertise internationale / French operator in the area of public international expertise
FSD / SDF  Fonds social de développement / Social development fund
FSP / PSF  Fonds de solidarité prioritaire / Priority Solidarity Fund
GIZ  Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit / German Society 

for International Cooperation
KfW  Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau / German development bank
LEDNA  Local Economic Development Network of Africa
MAE  French Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MATD  Ministère de l’Administration Territoriale et de la Décentralisation / Ministry of territorial 

administration and decentralisation in the Central African Republic
MGD  Mission de la gouvernance démocratique / Democratic Governance Mission
MDG  Millennium Development Goals
NGO  Non-governmental organisation
UN  United Nations 
MDP  Municipal Development Programme
PFVT  Partenariat français pour la ville et les territoires / French Alliance for Cities 

and Territorial Development
UNDP  United Nations Development Programme
UNEP  United Nations Environment Programme
EU  European Union
WAEMU  West African Economic and Monetary Union
UNITAR  United Nations Institute for Training and Research
ZSP  Zone de solidarité prioritaire / Priority Solidarity Zone



Direction de la communication et de la presse

This report provides an overview of the actions conducted by the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (MAE), and by its Democratic Governance Mission in particular, in support of processes 

At the level of international forums France argues constantly for decentralisation and democratic 
local governance within the framework of dialogue with the many actors in these sectors and 

French cooperation has been working for many years with the African Municipal Movement at the 
regional and sub-regional level and continues to do so, notably through United Cities and Local 

At the bilateral level, the MAE conducts numerous projects for the assistance of devolution/

promoting contacts with central governments, with associations of elected representatives, local 
government bodies and civil society, the aim being to strengthen local democracy and deepen 

An extensive network of international technical experts is also present at these various levels 
in order to support programme implementation, to ensure programme cohesion and to support 

Directorate-General of Global Affairs, Development and Partnerships  

The missions of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs are:

■     summarize information on the changing global economy  
and put it into perspective, prepare decisions;

■   on the French government’s foreign policy;
■     draft France’s foreign policy;
■   coordinate France’s international relations;
■   

The creation of the Directorate-General of Global Affairs, Development and Partnerships (DGM) in April 

Confronted with global issues that have a direct impact on the lives of our citizens and multiple actors, 

economic, cultural and societal issue calls for collective action with more outward focus, anticipation, inter-


